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1. Introduction

The main purpose of the control system in Nuclear Power Plants
(NPPs) is adjusting the reactor power in accordance with the sys-
tem demands in a consistent and constrained way. The control
system development represents a crucial issue in the design pro-
cess since the nuclear reactor is a part of an integrated plant
including ultimately the load in the form of electrical grid.
“Consistent and constrained way” means that the control system
has to ensure the optimum working conditions for the system,
avoiding the need for the protection system to shutdown the plant
during operational transients (Lewins, 1978; Bernard, 1999).

A particular attention to these aspects should be paid whether
an innovative NPP is considered because of the safety concerns
which may be different from the ones of water-cooled reactors. In
particular, for the Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), selected by the
Generation IV International Forum as one of the candidates for the
next generation of nuclear power plants (GIF, 2002), the need of
developing an effective control strategy has been recognized.
Actually, the control scheme requirements due to the technological
issues brought by the use of lead as coolant (Tucek et al., 2006) have
not been investigated yet. In this perspective, the main focus of this
paper consists in developing a preliminary attempt to the control
strategy definition of LFRs, adopting as a reference plant the
Advanced Lead Fast Reactor European Demonstrator (ALFRED)
(Alemberti et al., 2013), developed within the European FP7
LEADER Project (http://www.leader-fp7.eu, 2012).

The design of a NPP control system is a multi-step process
whose final result is the development of dedicated controllers. First
of all, it is necessary to prove the intrinsic system stability and to
assess the control system robustness at different operational con-
ditions. In particular, it is important that no problems arise in
certain crucial transients, e.g., during the start-up sequence or
following any change of load in full power conditions. Secondly, the
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reactor dynamics should be deeply investigated since these aspects
are fundamental for the study of the overall plant performance.
Moreover, this analysis allows investigating the interactions among
input and output variables providing fundamental insights on
stability and useful guidelines for the conception of an appropriate
control system.

In order to perform such analyses, two flexible, straightforward,
and fast-running simulators have been sought expressly meant for
this early phase of the ALFRED design, during which all the system
specifications are still considered as open design parameters and
thusmay be subject to frequentmodifications. Such tools have been
conceived for: (i) evaluating the robustness and stability of the
dynamic system itself on its entire power range thanks to the
possibility of linearizing the constitutive equations around different
working conditions; (ii) predicting the reactor response to typical
transient initiators and thus obtaining more detailed information
about its dynamic behaviour; and (iii) helping the control system
implementation for both its realization and its validation.

As far as the first item (i) is concerned, an analytical zero-
dimensional model allowing for all the main reactivity feedbacks
has been developed (Bortot et al., 2013). The resulting nonlinear
model has been linearized and then implemented in MATLAB�

(MATLAB� and SIMULINK� software, 2005) so as to verify the
reactor stability through the calculation of the system eigenvalues.
As a major result of this study, considering both a stand-alone core
and a primary loop configuration, the system has been tested to be
inherently stable on the entire power range. Moreover, the gov-
erning dynamics of the system has been identified, underlining the
fundamental impact of the coolant density reactivity coefficient on
the system stability and control strategy.

Concerning items (ii) and (iii), a one-dimensional, nonlinear
object-oriented simulator has been developed (Ponciroli et al., 2014)
by employing the reliable, tested, and well-documented Modelica
language (Fritzson, 2004). Such tool has been specifically addressed
to transient analyses as its detailed geometry description allows
getting more accurate simulation results. As far as the core is
concerned, point reactor kinetics and heat transfer models have
been implemented coherently with the ALFRED specifications by
incorporating geometry, material properties and correlations,
reactivity feedback coefficients, and kinetic parameters (Grasso
et al., 2013). An effort has been spent to build a specific model for
the SteamGenerators (SGs) due to their non-conventional bayonet-
tube design, in order to reproduce their characteristic configuration
(Alemberti et al., 2013), whereas specificmodels have been selected
to describe the fluid flows (i.e., two-phases for water and single
phase for lead). Several design-basis transient scenarios have been
simulated to characterize the system dynamic behaviour and to
evaluate the most effective inputs and their influence on the output
variables to be properly controlled.

As far as LFRs are concerned, the control approach adopted in
acknowledged reactor concepts, such as Light Water Reactors
(LWRs) and Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (SFRs), cannot be imme-
diately applied due to the different features related to the use of
lead as coolant and resulting in several constraints on control and
controlled variables. The most challenging issue regards the lead
temperature in the cold pool, which has to be kept in a narrow
range, in addition to the lower limit fixed by the coolant solidifi-
cation (327 �C). In particular, the vessel temperature should not
exceed 420 �C (thermal creep threshold), whereas the minimum
temperature is fixed at 380 �C due to the embrittlement of the
structural materials in aggressive environment enhanced by the
fast neutron irradiation. Consequently, the currently adopted
approach cannot be immediately applied, but it is necessary to
define a proper control strategy based on the system dynamics and
taking into account the technological constraints of the plant.
In this perspective, a first approach to the control strategy of an
innovative LFR concept has been developed. Given that for the
considered system neither prior experience nor operational data
are available, it has been considered necessary to adopt a quanti-
tative well proven investigation tool. Therefore, the indications
provided by the simulation of the system governing dynamics have
been supported by a dedicated quantitative technique such as the
Relative Gain Array (RGA) method (Bristol, 1966). This tool allows
developing the most efficient control strategy starting from the
constitutive equations that describe the physical system taken into
account. In particular, this method has been widely used in several
industrial fields including chemical processes and power produc-
tion (Papadourakis et al., 1987), and recently adopted in nuclear
applications as well (Guerrieri et al., 2014).

This work constitutes a preliminary stage of the control system
design, adopting an existing and reliable technique (such as the
RGA) for the pairing selection of a Generation IV LFR, whose control
strategy has never been deeply studied (no dedicated papers have
been found in the literature). In this way, through the RGA
approach, it has been possible to evaluate the impact and the
effectiveness of two different control strategies, based on different
control variables, and to compare the performance of the proposed
control solutions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief intro-
duction to the ALFRED reactor is provided. In Section 3, the main
features of the object-oriented model of the overall plant, which
has been employed both to develop and to assess the proposed
control strategies, are summarised. In Section 4, the RGA technique
has been adopted to select the most effective pairings between the
control and the controlled variables. In Sections 5 and 6, the reg-
ulators implemented in the adopted control schemes are described
and the importance of the leadmass flow rate in the primary circuit
as a system input is investigated. Finally, in Section 7, two
controlled operational transients have been simulated and the
outcomes are discussed.

2. Reference reactor description

ALFRED is a small-size (300 MWth) pool-type LFR and its pri-
mary system current configuration is depicted in Fig. 1. All the
primary components (e.g., core, primary pumps and SGs) are con-
tained in the main reactor vessel, being located in a large pool
within the reactor tank. The coolant flow coming from the cold pool
enters the core and, once passed through the latter, is collected in a
volume (hot collector) to be distributed to eight parallel pipes and
delivered to as many SGs. After leaving the SGs the coolant enters
the cold pool through the cold leg and returns to the core.

The ALFRED core is composed by wrapped hexagonal Fuel As-
semblies (FAs) with pins arranged on a triangular lattice. The 171
FAs are subdivided into two radial zones with different plutonium
fractions guaranteeing an effective power flattening, and sur-
rounded by two rows of dummy elements serving as a reflector.
Two different and independent control rod systems have been
foreseen, namely, Control Rods (CRs) and Safety Rods (SRs), which
are assigned regulation/compensation and scram functions assur-
ing the required reliability for cycle reactivity swing control and
safe shut-down (Grasso et al., 2013).

Each of the eight SGs incorporated in ALFRED (Fig. 2) consists of
bundles of bayonet vertical tubes with external safety tube and
internal insulating layer (delimited by a slave tube), which is aimed
at ensuring the production of superheated dry steam since, without
a proper insulation, the high temperature difference between the
rising steam and the descending feedwater promotes steam
condensation in the upper part of the SG. The gap between the
outermost and the outer bayonet tube is filled with pressurized



Fig. 1. ALFRED primary system and core layouts (Alemberti et al., 2013).

Fig. 2. ALFRED bayonet tube configuration (Alemberti et al., 2013; Damiani et al.,
2013).

Table 1
ALFRED system parameters.

Parameter Value Units

Thermal power 300 MWth

Coolant mass flow rate 25,984 kg s�1

Coolant SG outlet temperature 400 �C
Coolant core outlet temperature 480 �C
Pool temperature during cold shutdown 380 �C
Feedwater mass flow rate 192 kg s�1

Water inlet temperature 335 �C
Steam outlet temperature 450 �C
SG pressure 180 bar
helium and high thermal conductivity particles to enhance the heat
exchange capability and provide mechanical decoupling between
the components. The feedwater from the headers flows in the slave
tube and, after reversing the motion at the bottom, rises along the
annulus between inner and outer tubes. On the primary side, lead
flows downwards axially along the outermost tube. In Table 1, the
major parameters employed as input data to implement the core
and SG models are resumed.
3. Alfred reactor object-oriented model description

In this work, the proposed control strategies have been devel-
oped and assessed by means of an object-oriented model of the
ALFRED reactor. The simulator of the overall plant has been
implemented in the Dymola environment (DYNASIM software,
2006; Elmqvist et al., 1993), which also gives the possibility of
linearizing the system of equations in the neighbourhood of the
equilibrium condition (i.e., nominal power, 300MWth). In Fig. 3, the
layout of the plant model is represented to point out the main
components of the plant and the respective input variables (blue
triangles) and output variables (white triangles). The system
simulator has been realized by connecting several dedicated
models (see Ponciroli et al. (2014) for details):

- Core model: it is composed by three subsystems. The model Ki-
netics describes the dynamics of the neutron generation pro-
cesses in the core implementing a point kinetics approach, with
one neutron energy group and six delayed precursor groups. The
model FuelRods is adopted to represent the thermal behaviour of
the fuel pins, which are discretized in five radial regions (i.e., the
cladding, the gap and three concentric zones within the pellet).
The model LeadTube represents the coolant flowing through the
core channels adopting one-dimensional mass, momentum and
energy conservation equations.

- SG model: as far as the water side is concerned, a two-phases
homogeneous model (i.e., same velocity for the liquid and
vapour phases), has been adopted. On the lead side, the core
component LeadTube is reused, describing the behaviour of a
single-phase fluid.

- Primary circuit model: the dynamics effects of the cold pool have
been represented by employing a free-surface cylindrical tank
component on which mass and energy balances are taken into
account, assuming that no heat transfer occurs except through
the inlet and outlet flows. In order to consider the time delay
due to the transport phenomena between the core and the SG,
two dedicated models have been implemented. As far as the
integrated primary pump is concerned, an ideal mass flow rate
regulator has been employed.



Fig. 3. Graphical interface of the object-oriented model of the overall ALFRED plant (Ponciroli et al., 2014).
- Secondary circuit model: the model selected for the turbine de-
scribes a simplified steam turbine unit, in which a fraction of the
available enthalpy drop is assumed to be converted by the High
Pressure (HP) stage, whereas the remaining part to be converted
by the Low Pressure (LP) one, with different time constants. The
steam mass flow rate is considered proportional to the inlet
pressure and governed by operating on the turbine valve
admission (kv), not by throttling. Downstream of the steam
temperature sensor, the steam mass flow rate can follow two
ways. The former is a pipe that leads to the turbine, whereas the
latter constitutes a bypass, which leads directly to the condenser.
Thanks to the adoption of a bypass, it is possible to employ this
model to simulate the start-up phase. Indeed, when the thermal
power from the primary circuit is not sufficient to ensure the
steam nominal conditions, the flow is directly disposed to the
condenser to avoid jeopardizing the integrity of the turbine.

4. Pairing selection among control and controlled variables

In the definition of a suitable control strategy, once the system
governing dynamics has been identified, the next step to be taken
into account is the choice of the pairings between input and output
variables. The aim of this stage is to evaluate the influence per-
formed by the control variables (the system inputs, ui) on the
candidate controlled variables (the system outputs, yi) in order to
select the most effective couplings. A first option for the LFRs would
have been the adoption of the well-proven control strategies
employed in LWRs or SFRs. Nevertheless, despite these approaches
rely on the wide experience gained in the past, it has not been
possible to rearrange these concepts because of the new techno-
logical issues and safety concerns which characterize the LFRs. For
these reasons, the RGA quantitative approach has been adopted to
perform the pairing selection, i.e., the identification of the most
effective input to regulate a specific output, according to the level of
interaction (Bristol, 1966).

Generally, most of the physical systems may be modelled as
Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs (MIMO) systems. The different
input/output variables present structural connections that strictly
limit the direct application of the control techniques developed for
Single Input Single Output (SISO) systems (Skogestad and
Postlethwaite, 2005). A possible solution is represented by the
centralized scheme shown in Fig. 4a, in which a dedicated block
(indicated with D(s)) allows treating the MIMO system as if it were
constituted by several uncoupled SISO systems, balancing the un-
desired cross influences between inputs and outputs. Nevertheless,
such an option cannot be adopted if the system presents non-
minimum phase behaviour and/or pure time delays as in the case
of ALFRED reactor (Bortot et al., 2013). For this kind of systems, a



Fig. 4. Representation of a centralized control scheme (a), and of a decentralized control scheme (b). In particular, the physical process to be controlled (G(s)), the several
implemented controllers (Ci(s)), the system output variables (yi), the corresponding set-points (yri), and the system input variables (ui) are shown.
specific decentralized control approach (Fig. 4b) has to be adopted,
hence the undesired couplings between input and output cannot be
compensated. Even if the performance of a decentralized scheme is
poorer than the one of a centralized scheme, this configuration
allows overcoming many limitations. In particular, the operation
and maintenance of controllers are favoured by the simplicity of
their implementation, and the resulting system is robust with
respect to malfunctioning of the single control loops.

In a decentralized control scheme, the first step is constituted by
the selection of the most effective pairings between control and
controlled variables. Accordingly, the input showing the most
relevant interactionwith a certain output, and at the same time not
significantly affecting the behaviour of other variables of interest,
represents the ideal candidate to achieve a feedback control loop.
Interactions among variables constitute a physical feature of the
system, and the best hints for the coupling can be derived by
analysing the free dynamics response of the plant. These in-
dications can be supported by some dedicated techniques, such as
the RGA method. This procedure is a heuristic method that allows
to determine the most efficient input to control each variable of
interest, providing useful suggestions on how the model-based
decentralized control system should be structured.

The effectiveness of a feedback control loop can be assessed by
characterizing the MIMO system behaviour both in open loop and
closed loop conditions. As far as the open loop gain is concerned,
considering the system at equilibrium condition for fixed constant
values of control variables, a step variation of amplitude dui on a
certain input ui is performed, causing a variation of the quantity
dyjOL of each output variable yj (Fig. 5a). The open loop gain is
defined as

gji ¼ Gjið0Þ ¼ dyjOL
dui

(1)

where Gji(0) is regarded as the gain of the transfer function be-
tween ui and yj. Instead, for the closed loop gain, it is assumed that,
against the same variation of dui, an action is performed on all the
other input variables in order to keep all the other outputs fixed,
except for yj, thanks to the action carried out by the other inputs
Fig. 5. Representation of an open loop response (a), and of a closed loop response (b). In par
corresponding variation (dyj), the system input variables (ui), and the corresponding variati
(Fig. 5b). If the variation of yj in closed loop configuration is indi-
cated with dyjCL, the closed loop gain between ui and yj can be
defined as

hji ¼
dyjCL
dui

(2)

If the static gain for the open loop (gji) and for the closed loop
(hji) are evaluated for all the inputeoutput pairs, the RGA matrix L

can be obtained. This matrix can be regarded as a quantitative
measure of the inputeoutput interaction at zero frequency for
asymptotically stable processes. In particular, the elements lji of
this matrix, namely the relative gain of the pair (ui, yj), are defined
as:

lji ¼
gji
hji

(3)

In a control system development perspective, when the value of
a lji element approaches unity, there is a fair interaction that can be
exploited, whereas if the value of a lji element approaches zero the
involved variables can be regarded as uncoupled. If the matrix
element lji is negative, it means that the control action may pro-
duce effects opposite to the desired ones on the controlled variable,
depending onwhether feedback control loops involve other output
variables or not (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005).

In common applications, the RGA matrix cannot always be
applied since the physical system must have the same number of
inputs and outputs. Most of the systems present a number of out-
puts that is higher than the number of inputs, and thus it is
necessary to redefine a formal procedure for the choice of inpute
output pairs. Such a procedure is offered by the Non-square Relative
Gain array (NRG) (Chang and Yu, 1990). In this case, the pairing
process is performed in two phases: (i) the less relevant outputs are
disregarded in order to obtain a square inputeoutput matrix; and
(ii) the choice of the inputeoutput pairs. The first stage is per-
formed by computing the sum of the elements on each row of the
NRG matrix, which produces the Row Sum (RS) vector. The outputs
associated to the largest figures of the RS vector are the most
influenced ones by the inputs variation and thus the most relevant
ticular, the physical process to be controlled (G(s)), the system output variables (yj), the
on (dui) are shown.



in a control perspective. At this point, the choice of the pairs can be
made either through the RGA matrix of the reduced system or
through the NRGmatrix after having removed the rows concerning
the outputs considered useless for the control, adopting the same
selection criterion used in the RGA approach.

5. Alfred control strategy definition

In a NPP, the main system output to be controlled is the
thermal power produced within the core. As far as the conven-
tional part of the plant is concerned, the other controlled vari-
ables are the SG pressure and the steam temperature at the
turbine inlet, which should be kept as close as possible to their
respective nominal values. The main advantages of running the
SG at constant pressure (i.e., the current procedure in the
Rankine cycle-based power plants) is the possibility of quickly
varying the power produced so as to be adapted to the load
required by the grid, and the possibility to avoid thermo-
mechanical stresses in the SG when the load varies. On the
other hand, this kind of control determines additional costs for
the regulators, and the pumps usage remains unnecessarily high
at reduced loads conditions.

As far as the ALFRED primary loop is concerned, the most con-
strained output that must be efficiently controlled is the SG outlet
lead temperature, called also cold leg temperature. The nominal
value of 400 �C represents the optimumworking condition for this
variable. Temperatures below this limit would lead to a degradation
of structural steels due to the embrittlement enhanced by neutron
irradiation. On the other hand, if the inlet lead temperature rises
beyond this value, the reactor vessel may overcome the design limit
concerning thermal creep.

As common in nuclear plants experiences, the examined system
has turned out to be underactuated, i.e., the manageable inputs
(control variables) are fewer than the variables to be controlled.
Among the possible control variables, the coolant mass flow rate in
the primary loop represents a key issue in the definition of the
control strategy for the ALFRED reactor. One of the major efforts in
the development of LFR concept is the design of pumps which
operate in the highly aggressive lead environment. In the reactor
layout, the coolant is currently envisaged to be driven by an axial
pump requiring a constant number of revolutions per minute.
Moreover, working at nominal mass flow rate also for power levels
lower than the nominal one brings benefits as far as structural
materials are concerned since they would operate at reduced
temperatures with consequent positive effects on corrosion.
Despite these considerations, it may beworthwhile considering the
possibility to adopt the lead mass flow rate in the primary loop as a
control variable to ensure a more flexible control action. Therefore,
two control schemes have been studied in order to evaluate the
consequences on the control system definition of considering it
either as a system input, or as a parameter which remains fixed at
different working conditions.

In order to develop a control system for the ALFRED reactor, the
object-oriented simulator of the entire plant described in Section 3
has been first employed with the main purpose of studying the
system free dynamics to understand the basic relationships be-
tween input and output variables. After having linearized the sys-
tem around nominal condition, the NRG method has been applied.
Based on both the outcomes of the ALFRED free dynamics in-
vestigations and the results of the NRG analysis, a decentralized
control scheme has been chosen because of the presence of non-
minimum phases and pure time delays mainly due to the reactor
pool-type configuration. Two control strategies have been pro-
posed and discussed depending onwhether the lead mass flow rate
is considered or not as a control variable. Finally, both
configurations have been implemented and the performance of
each proposed control strategy has been evaluated, as described in
the following sub-Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1. Plant model linearization

As it has been stated in Section 3, the dedicated object-oriented
model has been linearized in the neighbourhood of the nominal
power conditions by means of a useful feature of the Dymola
simulation environment. As a result of this operation, the resulting
model has been expressed by adopting the matrix-based form of
the Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems�
d _xðtÞ ¼ AdxðtÞ þ BduðtÞ
dyðtÞ ¼ CdxðtÞ þ DduðtÞ (4)

A 194th order system has been obtained and it is necessary to
reduce the system to a more suitable and manageable size. There
are several procedures that can be implemented to get a satisfac-
tory order reduction and there are several examples in literature
(Moore, 1981; Van Dooren, 2000). Hereafter, the methodology
adopted byMATLAB� will be referred, which provides precompiled
functions to reduce LTI models. It consists in an appropriate coor-
dinate transformation, which allows obtaining a balanced and
equivalent representation, in terms of system state variables, so
that observability and reachability Gramians result to be equal and
diagonal (Moore,1981). The balancedmodel that is obtained is then
defined by(
de_xðtÞ ¼ ~Ad~xðtÞ þ ~Bd~uðtÞ
d~yðtÞ ¼ ~Cd~xðtÞ þ ~Dd~uðtÞ (5)

where

~A ¼ T�1
L ATL

~B ¼ T�1
L B

~C ¼ CTL
~D ¼ D

(6)

The matrix that realizes the change of coordinates is indicated
with TL and it can be obtained according to the procedure indicated
by Laub et al. (1987). At this point, the order of the balanced system
has been reduced by removing the undesired states, obtaining a
43rd order system. After deriving the corresponding matrices of
this new system, it is necessary to validate these approximations
showing that the linearized reduced order model allows us to
effectively reproduce the system evolution during operational
transients. In Fig. 6, a comparison between the non-linear model
and the linear and reduced model is shown, confirming the accu-
racy of the adopted approximation.

5.2. Five-input control strategy

As shown in Fig. 7, the leadmass flow rate (G_Pb) is operated as a
system input in the 5-input control strategy. The outcomes ach-
ieved by means of the NRG method, shown in Table 2, suggest to
use this control variable to maintain the lead temperature in the
cold leg (T_cold_leg) close to its nominal value. In addition, the
values representing the interactions between lead mass flow rate
and other outputs are sufficiently low so as to allow the closure of a
feedback control loop without problematic interactions with other
output variables. As far as the remaining control loops are con-
cerned, it appears clear that the steam temperature (T_steam) and
mass flow rate (G_turbine) can be governed by the feedwater
temperature (T_feed) andmass flow rate (G_water), respectively. On



Fig. 7. Object-oriented model of the ALFRED reactor by adopting the 5-input control strategy.

Fig. 6. Comparison between linearized model and non-linear model responses: (a) power transient following a step input given on the control rods position (�3 mm), (b) pressure
transient following a step input given on the turbine admission (þ0.1), (c) steam temperature transient following a step input given on the attemperator mass flow rate (þ1 kg/s),
(d) temperature in the cold leg transient following a step input given on the water mass flow rate (�5%).



Table 2
Pairing selection performed by means of the NRGmethod (5-input control strategy).
The rows in grey represent the outputs that have been discarded for control pur-
poses, whereas red values represent the elements that correspond to the chosen
input/output pairs.
the other hand, the core power (Th_Power) and the SG pressure
(Pressure) can be regulated by adjusting the CR position (h_CR) and
the turbine admission valve opening (kv), respectively. Finally, two
outputs out of seven have been necessarily excluded in order to
control the remaining five with the available five inputs. In
particular, the fuel (T_fuel) and the hot leg (T_hot_leg) temperatures
have been left out since they are of secondary importance
compared to the other output variables in the perspective of con-
trolling the power plant. Moreover, the poor value of the feasible
pairings induces to eliminate them since their control would not be
very effective in any case.

5.3. Four-input control strategy

In the 4-input control strategy, the lead mass flow rate (G_Pb) is
kept fixed at its nominal value, hence it does not constitute an
input in the object-oriented model shown in Fig. 8. The lead
Fig. 8. Object-oriented model of the ALFRED reac
temperature in the cold leg (T_cold_leg) must be governed by
adopting another input, and the NRG outcomes suggest to use the
feedwater temperature (T_feed), as shown in Table 3. This coupling,
despite being the only way to regulate the SG outlet lead tem-
perature, determines a series of issues which complicate the con-
trol scheme design making the system less flexible. First of all,
when the lead mass flow rate is a system input (5-input control
scheme, Table 2), the feedwater temperature is the second choice,
indicating that the pairing (T_feed, T_cold_leg) is less efficient.
Moreover, there are technological constraints strictly limiting the
feedwater temperature range. In particular, the feedwater tem-
perature at the SG inlet cannot exceed 355 �C (i.e., water saturation
temperature at the SG nominal pressure) because this eventuality
would produce severe damages to the pumps. In addition to this
upper limit, there is a lower constraint given by the temperature of
lead melting as well. In order to avoid local solidification, the
feedwater temperature must always be kept higher than 327 �C.
These boundaries determine strict restrictions on the use of this
input, which can vary between �8 �C and þ20 �C with respect to
its nominal conditions.

As far as the remaining control loops are concerned, the core
power can be controlled by regulating the position of CRs (h_CR),
and the pressure within the SG (Pressure) can be controlled by
adjusting the turbine admission valve (kv). Differently from the
previous 5-input case, the fuel temperature (T_fuel) does not
appear among the outputs since this variable cannot be efficiently
controlled by acting on the employed inputs (Table 3).

For what the feedwater mass flow rate (G_water) is concerned,
this input has been employed to control the steam temperature at
the turbine inlet (T_steam). However, as indicated in the NRG
tor by adopting the 4-input control strategy.



Table 3
Pairing selection performed bymeans of the NRGmethod (4-input control strategy).
The rows in grey represent the outputs that have been discarded for control pur-
poses, whereas red values represent the elements that correspond to the chosen
input/output pairs.
outcomes (Table 3), the level of interaction does not allow to create
an efficient feedback control loop. For this reason, an additional
feedforward control action has been performed, as it will be
described in sub-section 6.2.
6. Feedforward-feedback control scheme

As following step of the control system design procedure, the
ALFRED decentralized control scheme has been implemented in
SIMULINK� environment (MATLAB� and SIMULINK� software,
2005), as shown in Fig. 9. The regulator design has been devel-
oped based on a feedforward-feedback scheme incorporating four
closed feedback loops with implemented PI controllers whose in-
puts are the following: the position of CRs, the turbine admission
valve coefficient, the feedwater temperature for both the control
schemes, and additionally the lead mass flow rate for the 5-input
control scheme (Fig. 9a) and the feedwater mass flow rate for the
4-input control scheme (Fig. 9b). Starting from the results of the
NRG analysis, it has been decided to incorporate in the control
scheme a feedforward control action on the feedwater mass flow
rate. As amajor result, this schemewould assure an efficient control
of the electric power at the alternator and an easier temperature
control at the steam generator outlet. In particular, for the 4-input
scheme, this configuration turns out to be necessary since the NRG
outcomes show that a feedback control loop between the feed-
water mass flow rate and the steam temperature would not be
particularly effective (Table 3).
6.1. Proportional-integral feedback control action

The implemented control system is made up of a battery of
feedback loops in which PI1 controllers are adopted. The corre-
sponding control law is given by:

uðtÞ ¼ KPeðtÞ þ Ki

Z t

0
eðtÞdt (7)

where u(t) represents the value assumed by the control variable,
e(t) is the difference between the set-point signal and the instan-
taneous value of the output variable, Kp is the gain of the propor-
tional controller, and Ki is the integrator gain. The controller
parameters, Kp and Ki, have been tuned on the linearized system,
and then the proposed control system performance has been tested
1 A derivative (D) controller turns out to be useful when the reference signal
varies with a high frequency and it is necessary that the system quickly follows it. In
a nuclear power plant, the reference signals always have characteristic time con-
stants of the order of seconds, and thus the proportional (P) controller and the
integrator (I) are sufficient.
adopting the object-oriented model presented in Section 3. These
PI regulators are used when the integral action is essential to pro-
vide good static performance, but, at the same time, the presence of
a zero in the corresponding transfer function is necessary to grant a
wider bandwidth compared with the one obtainable by adopting a
simple integral action. Moreover, it is important that the error be-
tween the set-point signal (e.g., the power requested) and the
instantaneous value of the output (e.g., the power produced within
the core) vanishes at the end of the transients (Åström and
Hägglund, 1995). The PI controllers gains have been tuned in or-
der to achieve a large phase margin so as to get good performance
even in operational conditions quite different from the nominal
one. In addition, because of the tight connection between the phase
margin and the damping, the choice of adopting a considerable
phase margin permits to avoid excessive overshooting during
transients which may jeopardize the integrity of some components
(e.g., the pressure in the SGs). Finally, considering the previous
constraints, the cut-off frequencies have been optimized so as to
reduce the transient time of the controlled transients. The charac-
teristic times of the PIs have been considered less relevant in the
tuning process since the stability, the robustness, and the absence
of oscillations in the controlled transient have been favoured in the
control design.

As far as the control of inlet lead temperature (T_cold_leg) and
steam temperature (T_steam) is concerned, an anti-windup has
been necessarily inserted in the respective control loop to limit
overshooting2 (Fig. 9aeb). The gains and parameters of the adopted
controllers are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

Among the several figures of merit of the SISO controllers, the
settling time and the maximum delay have been selected for the
different control loops (Table 6). The former is defined as “the time
required for the response curve to reach and stay within a 2% of the
final value” (Ogata, 2009). This value constitutes an indication of
the time required to consider a controlled transient finished. In
particular, the 5-input scheme allows obtaining more rapid
controlled transients even with comparable robustness features
(i.e., phase margin) respect to 4-input scheme. Indeed, as far as the
lead temperature at the SG outlet and steam temperature are
concerned, in the 5-input scheme, the system reaches a new sta-
tionary condition 200 s earlier than in the 4-input scheme. In this
way, for what the primary circuit and turbine safety issues are
regarded, it is possible to ensure that the working condition di-
verges for a shorter time from the nominal set-point.

The second figure of merit is represented by the maximum
admissible time delay for the considered control loop beyond
which it loses its asymptotic stability properties. Besides taking
into account the uncertainties in the estimation of the time lag
between the SG outlet and the core inlet, this aspect has to be
considered for the feedback loop dedicated to the lead temper-
ature control in case the lead mass flow rate (G_Pb) is employed
as a system input. The time delays due to the transport phe-
nomena in the hot and cold collectors depend on the coolant
mass flow rate in the primary circuit. Therefore, in the proposed
5-input control strategy, if the lead mass flow rate is reduced, the
lead speed in the collectors drops and the time delay between
core and SG increases. Performing the same operational transient
in nominal conditions and in partial load conditions (in which the
lead mass flow rate is reduced), the system stability turns out to
be quite different. Indeed, in partial load conditions, the allowable
delay tends to decrease, thus making the system less robust
2 Such a situation occurs when large changes in set-points take place and the
integral term accumulates a significant error, which causes overshooting to be kept
increasing.



Fig. 9. Feedback loops of the developed control strategy, (a) 5-input scheme, (b) 4-input scheme.
against any uncertainties related to the timing involved in the
controlled process.
6.2. Feedforward control action

Once having tuned the PI controllers gains, the feedforward
scheme has been implemented. This control action consists of an
algebraic law that defines the water mass flow rate as a function of
the thermal power produced within the core, similar to the
approach adopted in Cammi et al. (2006), ensuring a more limited
use by the PI controller:
Table 4
Parameters of the PI controllers (4-input scheme).

Control loop Controller gain

Controlled
variable

Control
variable

Kp

T_cold_leg [�C] T_feed [�C] 3
T_steam [�C] G_water

[kg s�1]
�2$10�1

Th_power [W] h_CR [cm] �2$10�11

Pressure [Pa] kv [e] �3$10�7
Dhref$G water ¼ T hot leg � T cold legref $cp$G Pb (8)

� �

where Dhref is the reference value for the enthalpy drop along the
SG, T_cold_legref is the reference value for the lead temperature in
the cold leg, and cp is the specific heat of the coolant. As shown in
Table 2, as far as the 4-input scheme is concerned, the control of the
steam temperature (T_steam) is rather ineffective because the most
efficient input (i.e., T_feed) has to be employed for the control of the
lead temperature in the cold leg (T_cold_leg), and the last available
input (i.e., G_water) shows a very low pairing coefficient. For this
reason, the steam temperature cannot be properly controlled, and
Controller performance

Ki Phase
margin
[�]

Cut-off
frequency
[rad s�1]

1$10�2 122 8.1$10�3

�2$10�3 90 2.3$10�3

�4$10�11 109 3.2$10�3

�1$10�8 104 5.4$10�1



Table 6
PI figures of merit.

Control loop Control
scheme

Figures of merit

Controlled variable Control variable Settling
time [s]

Maximum
delay [s]

T_cold_leg [�C] T_feed [�C] 4-inputs 465 265
T_cold_leg [�C] G_Pb [kg s�1] 5-inputs 200 100
T_steam [�C] G_water [kg s�1] 4-inputs 2225 680
T_steam [�C] T_feed [�C] 5-inputs 2025 1550
Th_power [W] h_CR [cm] Both 1315 595
Pressure [Pa] kv [e] Both 10 5

Table 5
Parameters of the PI controllers (5-input scheme). In the table the parameters of the four feedback control loops are reported, since the feedwater mass flow rate (G_water)
performs a feedforward control action.

Control loop Controller gain Controller
performance

Controlled
variable

Control
variable

Kp Ki Phase
margin
[�]

Cut-off
frequency
[rad s�1]

T_cold_leg [�C] G_Pb [kg s�1] 250 20 116 2$10�2

T_steam [�C] T_feed [�C] 1 6$10�4 142 1.6$10�3

Th_power [W] h_CR [cm] �2$10�11 �4$10�11 109 3.2$10�3

Pressure [Pa] kv [e] �3$10�7 �1$10�8 104 5.4$10�1
one of the system inputs results to be uncoupled. In this perspec-
tive, it has been decided to use the feedwater mass flow rate to
control the electric power available at the alternator (P_m) by
adopting a suitable feedforward scheme for the 5-inputs as well.
The value assumed by this variable can be simply derived from the
following relation:

P m ¼ h0$ht;i$G water$Dhad (9)
Fig. 10. Decentralized control scheme adopted for ALFRED reactor control. It is possible to n
out.
where h0 is the electric efficiency of the alternator, ht,i is the turbine
iso-entropic efficiency, andDhad is the enthalpy difference between
turbine inlet and outlet. Because of the relevance of the electrical
power in a nuclear plant, it has been disposed that the ratio be-
tween the thermal power produced within the core and the elec-
trical power at the alternator remains constant, at any different
working condition. In this way, since the feedwater mass flow rate
is linearly updated according to the value of the exchanged thermal
power, the electrical power at the alternator can be adjusted by
regulating the thermal power produced in the core through the
handling of the CRs.
7. Results of simulated operational transients

The defined feedforward-feedback control scheme has been
coupled and tested on the nonlinear object-oriented model, real-
ized by employing the Modelica language and exported in the
SIMULINK� environment, as shown in Fig. 10. In order to test the
performance of the two implemented schemes, two controlled
operational transients have been simulated. In the former, a
reduction of the reactor power from 300 MWth to 250 MWth has
otice how the difference between the two proposed strategies (use of G_Pb) is pointed



Fig. 11. Evolution of the output variables in the considered case of power level reduction: (a) reactor thermal power, (b) pressure, (c) lead temperature at the SG outlet, (d) steam
temperature, (e) mechanical power, (f) reactivity.
been performed, in the latter a 5% overpower scenario has been
investigated. In the following two sub-sections, for each transient,
Figs. 11 to 14 show the dynamic behaviour of the controlled vari-
ables, of the control variables, as well as of other variables of in-
terest. The red lines represent the 5-input control strategy
variables, whereas the blue ones are the 4-input control strategy
ones.

7.1. Power level reduction

In the first scenario, the control system effectiveness has been
tested around the nominal working point, simulating an instanta-
neous load reduction of 50 MWth. In Fig. 11a, the power transient is
represented showing a settling time of 600 s for both the two
schemes. Despite the differences between the two implemented
control strategies, the resulting performance of the each power
control loop is the same. This feature indicates the absence of
coupling between this loop and the other ones, confirming the
validity of the adopted decentralized control scheme. The relevant
slowness of the dynamic response is partially due to the choice of
reducing the control system performance in order to grant control
system robustness, but it is mainly ascribed to a structural feature
of the controlled physical system.
In virtue of the coupling between the primary and the secondary
circuit of the plant, the SG is characterized by a very slow dynamic
response as well. Nevertheless, the pressure in the SG shows a good
behaviour in both control schemes (Fig.11b). After having reached a
maximum difference from the nominal value of 0.5 bar, the
controlled variable settles on its nominal value of 180 bar in 1200 s
(time to reach the 2% of the maximum variation). This time con-
stant would have been reduced by simply increasing the gain pa-
rameters of PI controllers, but relevant overshooting would have
occurred. Indeed, such a pressure response may constitute a
concern because of the induced mechanical stresses.

As far as the power control loop is concerned, the uncoupling
level is quite high and the two control schemes show a similar
performance. As shown in Fig. 12a and b, respectively, no relevant
discrepancies can be appreciated for the CRs insertion value and the
turbine admission valve coefficient (i.e., the two control variables
that regulate the reactor thermal power and the SG pressure,
respectively).

On the other hand, some differences between the two control
schemes can be found observing the SG outlet temperature evo-
lution (Fig. 11c). First of all, different time constants are obtained,
namely 4000 s for the 5-inputs and 12,000 s for the 4-inputs. In
addition, the 4-input scheme presents a major departure from the



Fig. 12. Evolution of the control variables in the considered case of power level reduction: (a) CRs insertion, (b) turbine admission valve coefficient, (c) lead mass flow rate, (d)
feedwater temperature, (e) feedwater mass flow rate.
nominal value in the first part of the transient. Finally, the related
control variablese leadmass flow rate for the 5-inputs (Fig.12c, red
line), and the feedwater temperature for the 4-inputs (Fig. 12d, blue
line) e show different evolutions, which allow pointing out the
differences between the two control strategies. It is worth
observing that the lead mass flow rate variation necessary to con-
trol the lead temperature is not demanding (the maximum
requested variation is slightly more than the 3% of the nominal
value). On the other hand, the narrow operational range of the
feedwater temperature constitutes a relevant concern in the use of
this variable since the steady state value is very close to the lead
freezing point (327 �C). Consequently, when the lead temperature
is regulated by operating on the lead mass flow rate, better control
performance can be achieved in virtue of the more relevant
coupling. In addition, since lead mass flow rate variations are not
restricted by so severe constraints, the controlled system would
present a higher level of flexibility during operational transients
guaranteeing the respect of the lower limit on reactor inlet
temperature.

As far as the steam temperature evolution is concerned
(Fig. 11d), the best performance belongs to the 4-input models,
mainly due to the reduced variations from the nominal value of
450 �C (only about 1 �C compared with more than 2 �C of the 5-
input model). The settling time is quite similar between the two
schemes (11,000 s for the 4-inputs, 12,000 s for the 5-inputs). As far
as the control variable that most influences the steam temperature
is concerned e i.e., the feedwater temperature for the 5-inputs
(Fig. 12d, red line), and the feedwater mass flow rate for the 4-
inputs (Fig. 12e, blue line) e there are no relevant issues.

For the sake of completeness, the responses of other output
variables of interest are presented in Fig. 11e (mechanical power)
and Fig. 11f (system reactivity). Since the entire steam mass flow
rate is sent to the turbine and the turbine admission coefficient is
devoted to the pressure control, the mechanical power evolution is
characterized by the same time constant of the thermal power
produced in the core. Finally, it is worth noting that the overall
performed control actions limit the variation of the system reac-
tivity (less than 2 pcm).

7.2. Power level enhancement

In this operational transient, the effectiveness of the proposed
control schemes in an overpower scenario (enhancement by 5% of
the nominal power, Fig. 13a, operating on CRs, Fig. 14a) has been
evaluated. In this case, the importance of performing a control
action on the lead mass flow rate circulating in the primary circuit



Fig. 13. Evolution of the output variables in the considered case of power level enhancement: (a) reactor thermal power, (b) lead temperature at SG outlet, (c) pressure, (d) steam
temperature, (e) mechanical power, (f) reactivity.
even more clearly emerges. As it has been noticed in the outcomes
of the NRG analysis (Table 2), when it is not possible to use this
control variable to govern the value of the lead temperature in the
cold leg, it is better to adopt the feedwater temperature. The pairing
(T_feed, T_cold_leg), in addition to being less effective than the
previous one (G_Pb, T_cold_leg), has not negligible consequences on
the feedforward as well. In Fig. 13b, the value of the lead temper-
ature at the SG outlet is represented and it is possible to note how
the control action performed by adjusting the lead mass flow rate
(Fig. 14b) allows to significantly damp the oscillations. In the 4-
input scheme, following the power enhancement, the feedwater
temperature (Fig. 14c, blue line) must be reduced to govern the
increasing lead temperature in the cold leg (Fig. 13b, blue line),
changing the secondary system boundary conditions. Then a
further control action on feedwater mass flow rate and on turbine
admission coefficient (Fig. 14d and e) has to be performed in order
to maintain the conditions at the turbine inlet, namely the steam
pressure and temperature (Fig. 13c and d).

On the other hand, by adopting the 5-input control scheme, the
possibility to adjust the value of the lead mass flow rate allows
reducing the oscillations of the SG lead outlet temperature (Fig. 13b,
red line) and the action performed on feedwater temperature
(Fig. 14c, red line). In this way, a greater water enthalpy difference in
addition to a greater feedwater mass flow rate allows obtaining a
better performance for what concerns the mechanical power pro-
duction shown in Fig. 13e. Thanks to the proper control action per-
formed on the interface between the primary and the secondary
circuit, the lead temperature at thecore inlet slightlychangesandthis
allows increasing the power level staying close to criticality (Fig.13f).

8. Conclusions

In this paper, a preliminary approach to the definition of a
suitable control strategy for the ALFRED reactor has been pre-
sented. Lead Fast Reactors are characterized by technological issues
and safety concerns which do not allow the adoption of the well-
proven control strategies used in LWRs or SFRs. For this reason,
after having firstly studied the system stability and dynamics of
ALFRED, in the second phase of the control design, it has been
decided to employ a quantitative approach based on the RGA
method to find out themost effective input/output pairings. Thanks
to this modelling tool currently adopted in industrial applications
and recently employed in nuclear field, it has been possible to
define the control strategy starting from the constitutive equations



Fig. 14. Evolution of the control variables in the considered case of power level enhancement: (a) CRs insertion, (b) lead mass flow rate, (c) feedwater temperature, (d) feedwater
mass flow rate, (e) turbine admission valve coefficient.
that describe the system governing dynamics. Based on the out-
comes of the RGA analysis, different control strategies have been
studied depending on the number of system inputs. Indeed, the
possibility of adopting the lead mass flow rate in the primary loop
as a control variable has been considered in a 5-input control
scheme and compared with another option (4-input control
scheme) in which it has been considered as a fixed parameter. The
resulting control system configurations have been preliminarily
ascertained by means of the object-oriented plant simulator
developed by Ponciroli et al. (2014), and a classical combined
feedforward-feedback scheme based on the incorporation of PI
controllers has been employed. The implemented control schemes
for the ALFRED reactor have been developed by adopting regulators
for SISO linearized systems but, as a major achievement of this
work, the performance of the developed decentralized control
schemes has been evaluated by simulating typical transients. The
obtained results are satisfactory, and indicate the effectiveness of
both linear control systems whose suitably tuned controllers pa-
rameters grant a compromise among performance, robustness, and
safety margins. Comparing the dynamic responses of control and
controlled variables, the advantages of adopting the lead mass flow
rate as a system input have been shown. Indeed, if it is possible to
govern the lead temperature at the SG outlet without employing a
secondary system input, the feedwater inlet conditions can be
adopted to regulate the output variables of the balance of plant,
without being conditioned by the primary circuit concerns.

In short, the results presented in this work concerning the
impact of the main control variables and the development of two
possible control strategies constitute a reliable starting point for the
definition of the ALFRED reactor control system architecture. In the
next stages, it will be necessary to confirm the preliminary in-
dications provided by the RGA analysis. Indeed, it is important to
assess that for the several control loops, the modelling techniques
adopted for SISO systems are still valid at different power condi-
tions. Finally, after the implementation of the regulators, actuators
and suitable rate limiters on the performed control action will be
employed in order to finalize the configuration of the control
system.
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